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We have investigated the thermal evolution of the structure and the dynamics of poly~vinyl chloride!
~PVC! in a wide temperature range. Corroborating earlier findings, small angle neutron scattering
revealed the presence of structural heterogeneities. On the other hand, the single chain form factor
corresponds to that of Gaussian chains. Gradually with increasing temperature the system becomes
homogeneous. A simple description of the heterogeneities in terms of microcrystallites is forwarded.
The dynamical behavior of PVC has been investigated combining broadband dielectric spectroscopy
~DS! with coherent and incoherent neutron scattering. In a wide temperature range broadband DS
facilitated a precise determination of the dynamic response related to the segmental relaxation.
Close to the glass transition temperature the line shape strongly deviates from the usual
Kohlrausch–Williams–Watts functional form of common glassforming systems. Moreover, the
characteristic relaxation time observed by incoherent scattering displays an anomalous dependence
on momentum transfer indicating the possible existence of heterogeneities in the sample. Based on
the structural and dynamical results, a model is proposed, that considers the coexistence of regions
with different dynamical properties leading to a distribution of characteristic relaxation times. The
model accounts for the experimental observations, assuming for all regions the same functional form
for the a-relaxation. It may be univocally determined from the coherent scattering data at the first
static structure peak. The distribution of relaxation times found is compatible with the distribution
of only one variable, the glass transition temperature. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

From a chemical point of view, poly~vinyl chloride!
~PVC! is one of the simplest polymers, with a compositi
close to that of polyethylene. PVC is widely used, and
study also presents some practical interest. For both reas
a large number of studies on the structure and dynamic
PVC can be found in the literature.1,2 The nature of this
polymer has revealed to be so particular that even bo
have been devoted to it.2 Despite the big effort made, som
of its peculiarities—well established since many years—
not yet understood. These concern structural as well as
namical properties. A strong controversy on the ‘‘crystallin
1330021-9606/2002/117(3)/1336/15/$19.00
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nature of this polymer is still open. Evidences of heterog
neous morphology have been reported,3–9 but a clear inter-
pretation of the structure is lacking.1,10,11On the other hand,
PVC undergoes a glass transition and displays dynam
properties like thea- and b-relaxations characteristic fo
glassforming systems. Already 60 years ago it was es
lished that thea-relaxation in PVC shows a rapidly increa
ing broadening with decreasing temperature approaching
glass transition temperatureTg .12 In 1967, McCrumet al.
stated in their book:13 ‘‘This effect ~seen already in 1941 by
Fuoss and Kirkwood12! appears to be characteristic of pa
tially crystalline polymers such as PVC. It might result fro
6 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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the heterogeneity in structure of these systems which co
give rise to a range of barrier heights or distribution of ac
vation energies.’’ However, this hypothesis has never b
quantitatively checked. The reasons might be~i! the dielec-
tric measurements were usually restricted to relatively l
frequencies, preventing a complete characterization of
dielectric response at high temperatures; therefore, the
perature dependence of thea-relaxation was known in only a
narrow range;~ii ! the lack of microscopic information in
order to characterize the structural/dynamical heteroge
ities. Since it couples directly to the density, neutron scat
ing is the appropriate tool in order to access such inform
tion. Concerning PVC structure, some experimental res
obtained by small angle neutron scattering~SANS! have
been reported,5,7 but they correspond to only one temper
ture.

In this work we have made an effort to push the ava
able techniques in order to facilitate the study of the h
temperature response of PVC. One of the techniques us
broad band dielectric spectroscopy~DS! covering a wide fre-
quency range up to the GHz regime. This allows to char
terize the response in a very large temperature range. O
than DS, in a complementary fashion quasielastic neu
scattering~NS! accesses the dynamical processes at a
lecular level in space and time and offers direct microsco
insight into the molecular processes. In particular, the ti
evolution of the interchain correlations can be accesse
studying the coherent dynamic structure factor in the nei
borhood of its first peak. Such experiments reveal the st
tural relaxation isolated from contributions from seconda
relaxations. This allows the precise determination of
spectral shape of thea-relaxation. Moreover, additional in
formation on the existence of dynamical heterogeneities
the sample is offered by theQ-dependence of the incohere
scattering function. The combination of relaxation and N
techniques has already proven to be very successful for
investigation of the dynamics in several glass forming po
mer systems.14–18

The goal of this work was to understand the peculiarit
of the PVC dynamics in terms of an underlying heterog
neous structure, as it was suggested a long time ago. To d
we have first characterized the structural heterogeneitie
studying the chain form factor and the structure factor
small angles. Furthermore the thermal evolution of the h
erogeneities has been determined. Based on these resu
model is proposed that considers the presence of a dist
tion of regions with different structural relaxations. The o
served distribution of characteristic times is compatible w
the existence of only one distributed variable in the syste
the glass transition temperature.

The paper is organized as follows: after the Experime
where the sample characterization and the experimental t
niques are explained, we present our SANS results on
structure of PVC. Thereafter, the dynamics results obtai
by the different techniques are analyzed in the standard
for polymers. In the Discussion, the structural data are in
preted considering the presence of microcrystallites. Mov
to the dynamics, first the anomalies compared to stand
polymer dynamics are identified. Their possible sources
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discussed. A model based on the heterogeneous natu
PVC is proposed and successfully applied to all dynam
data. Finally, the conclusions are presented.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Samples

Since we were interested in both, incoherent and coh
ent scattering, we used protonated poly~vinyl chloride!
~PVCh, @ – CH2– CHCl–#n! and fully deuterated poly~vinyl
chloride! ~PVCd, @ – CD2– CDCl–#n!. Due to the different
neutron scattering lengths of the isotopes H and D, the do
nant contribution to the measured scattering for PVCh is
incoherent scattering from the protons in the sample~the
incoherent scattering cross section of hydrogen,sH

inc is much
higher than any other cross section—coherent
incoherent—of the rest of the nuclei composing PVCh!. On
the contrary, for PVCd the coherent scattering determines
measured intensities~sD

coh'sC
coh'sCl

coh/3 are much higher
than their incoherent counterparts!.

The samples were synthesized by the group of Profe
C. Mijangos~ICTP, CSIC, Madrid, Spain!. Further details on
the polymerization procedure can be found elsewhere.19 The
values of the number-average molecular weightMn and the
polydispersityMw /Mn of both samples were similar (Mn

>353103,Mw /Mn>2). Also the tacticity, determined by
nuclear magnetic resonance, was nearly the same~32% syn-
diotactic, 50% hetereotactic, and 18% isotactic triads!. The
onset temperature for degradationTdeg of the PVCd sample
was determined by a standard thermogravimetric test a
rate of 10 K/min. It revealedTdeg5596 K, about 50 K higher
than that obtained in the protonated case. The glass trans
temperaturesTg were determined by differential scannin
calorimetry at a heating rate of 10 K/min@Tg(PVCd)
5358 K andTg(PVCh)5353 K#. In the temperature rang
370 K<T<420 K, the mass densityd(T) varies with
temperature like d(T)(g/cm3)51.39422.0331024(T@K#
2273)22.1931026(T@K#2273)2.20,21

B. Broadband dielectric spectroscopy

Dielectric measurements were performed on the pro
nated sample in the frequency domain from 1022 Hz to
109 Hz with a Novocontrol System by means of two diffe
ent equipments. A Solartron-Schlumberger gain/phase a
lyzer SI1260 supplemented with a broad dielectric conve
allowed the dielectric relaxation to be measured in the ra
1022 Hz up to 107 Hz. For higher frequencies
(106 Hz– 109 Hz), a Hewlett–Packard impedance analyz
HP4191A based on the principle of a reflectometer was us
The error in the determination of the loss tangent of
dielectric constant was around 1024 for the first set up and
1022 for the second one. Overlapping of the spectra at
same temperature was possible by means of the com
decade of both equipments and small corrections were m
vated by the uncertainties in the determination of the sam
thickness. Measurements were made under isothermal co
tions each 5 K covering the temperature range 195 K<T
<435 K with temperature stability better than 0.1 K.
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Sample holders, that act as electrodes, were para
plate capacitors of 20 mm diameter for the low frequen
setup and 5 mm diameter for the high frequency one. T
thickness of the sample was 0.1 mm.

C. Neutron scattering

1. Neutron spin echo

The basis of this technique is founded in coding the n
tron velocity change in the scattering process for each n
tron individually into its spin rotation.22 The Larmor preces-
sion of the neutron spin in an external magnetic field uses
neutron spin as an internal clock. Starting with a well defin
neutron spin state, the application of magnetic preces
fields before and after the scattering event results in a po
ization of the neutron that depends only on the velocity d
ference of each neutron individually to first order irrespect
of its initial velocity. Energy resolution and monochroma
zation of the incident beam are thus decoupled, and res
tions in energy ofdE/E'1025 can be achieved with an
incident neutron spectrum of 20% bandwidth.

The final polarization of the neutron beam in a NS
experiment is directly related to the normalized intermedi
scattering functionS(Q,t)/S(Q).22 The time t depends on
the wavelengthl of the neutron, the precession fieldB and
the lengthLB of the precession field,t}BLBl3. Thus the
time evolution of the structure factor can be followed va
ing B. Our experiment was performed by means of the sp
trometer IN11 at the Institute Laue–Langevin~ILL ! in
Grenoble, France. Since due to the spin flip scattering
incoherent scattering contributions are strongly suppres
the signal from the deuterated PVCd sample is nearly
tirely due to coherent scattering revealing the pair correla
function.

By using an incident wavelength ofl54.3 Å, six tem-
peratures in the range 390 K<T<460 K were investigated a
the first maximum of the static structure factor peakQmax

51.2 Å21.23 The Fourier time accessible was 3 ps<t
<1.8 ns. The thickness of the sample was 2 mm and typ
measuring times were around 3–4 h. The instrumental re
lution function was measured from the elastic scattering
the sample at 4 K. The instrumental background from
cryostat as well as from the Al container were measu
separately and subtracted from the experimental spectra
ing the appropriate transmission factors. The backgro
corrected spectra were divided by the resolution function
order to obtain the normalized intermediate dynamic str
ture factorS(Q,t)/S(Q).

2. Backscattering

The incoherent scattering function~corresponding to the
self-correlation function of the hydrogen atoms! was studied
on the protonated sample by means of the neutron b
scattering~BS! spectrometer IN10 also at the ILL. The inc
dent wavelength wasl56.28 Å, providing an energy reso
lution of dE'1.2meV @full width at half maximum
~FWHM!#. Due to experimental problems in the smalle
angles detectors, theQ-range covered was 0.4<Q<2 Å21.
The sample~thickness: 0.17 mm! was filled in a flat Al con-
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tainer yielding a transmission of about 92%. The measu
ments were performed in a temperature range 380 K<T
<430 K. Typical measuring times at each temperature w
12 h. The instrumental resolution function was determin
from the scattering of the sample at 2 K. Initial data tre
ment was carried out correcting for effects of detector e
ciencies, scattering from sample container, and instrume
background. Finally at each temperature the incoher
structure factorSinc(Q,v) was obtained as a function of th
energy change during scattering\v and the change of wave
vectorQ.

3. Small angle neutron scattering

The measurements of the chain form factor and the st
structure factorS(Q) in the lowQ-range were carried out by
means of the small angle neutron scattering~SANS! diffrac-
tometer KWS1 at the FRJ-2 research reactor in Ju¨lich, Ger-
many. The sample~thickness: 1 mm! was in between quartz
plates of 2 mm, and the brass sample holder was placed i
electrically heated furnace. The sample aperture was
35 mm2. An incident wavelength ofl57 Å with a wave-
length spreaddl/l50.2 was used. Performing measur
ments at two detector positions~sample-detector distances o
1.25 m and 4 m!, a Q-range 0.01 Å21<Q<0.25 Å21 was
covered. The raw data were corrected for empty cell and
background scattering. Absolute scattering intensities w
obtained in relating the scattered intensity to the known
coherent scattering level of a secondary polyethylene s
dard,

]S

]V
~Q!5

~xT!s

xT S D

Ds
D 2 S~Q!

Ss~Q! S ]S

]QD
S

~Q!, ~1!

wheres stands for the standard andx,T, andD are thickness,
transmission, and detector distance.

The static structure factor was determined from the sc
tering of a fully deuterated PVCd sample. The chain fo
factor was obtained from measurements on blends of PV
PVCh with two different concentrations~2% and 10% of
deuterated chains in protonated matrices!. We investigated
several temperatures in the range 360 K<T<470 K ~five
temperatures for both blend samples and in addition 45
for PVCd!. After appropriate equilibration, a measuring tim
of around 30 min was employed at each temperature.
sample transmission was measured for all temperatures.
ter correcting the data pixel by pixel, a radial average w
performed.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Small angle neutron scattering

SANS techniques access scattering phenomena co
sponding to typical lengths of 10–1000 Å. These scales m
relate to inhomogeneities of very different origins, such
the presence of different phases in the material, density fl
tuations, clusters, sizes of chains,... . Figure 1~a! shows the
SANS results obtained for pure PVCd for temperatures cl
and aboveTg . All curves display similar features:~i! the
presence of a broad peak, the intensity and maximum p
tion of which vary withT and~ii ! a strong intensity increas
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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at very low Q-values ~below 0.02 Å21!. This last feature
relates most probably to the existence of bubbles or so
residual porosity in the material originating from the sam
preparation procedure. The scattering contrast for such h
is especially high for a deuterated material. The correlat
peak is the salient feature in these diffraction curves. It e
dences the existence of a long period within the PV
sample reflecting some periodic modulation of the dens
These results corroborate earlier findings on PVC by sm
angle x-ray scattering~SAXS! ~Refs. 3–6, 8, 9! and
SANS.5,7

In order to characterize the correlation peaks in the s
plest way, the contribution at very lowQ-values,B(Q,T),
may be subtracted. Furthermore, we subtract a flat ba
ground FBG. Its value is determined from the highQ-limit of
the intensity. The lowQ scatteringB(Q,T) was described by
a power lawB(Q,T)5CQ2a, where the prefactorC and the
exponenta were found to be slightlyT-dependent. The value
a;4 is characteristic for Porod-scattering from obje
larger than the accessible length scales. As an example
dotted line in Fig. 1~a! represents the total contributio
B(Q,T)1FBG to be subtracted from the 360 K curve. F
all the temperatures investigated Fig. 1~b! displays the re-
maining peaks after the proper subtraction of these additio
contributions. ForT.430 K the maximum position and th
intensity of these peaks are stronglyT-dependent. This is
evident in Fig. 2. The thermal evolution of the correlati
length L52p/Qmax

SANS ~Qmax
SANS, maximum position! and the

integrated peak intensity are shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~c!,

FIG. 1. ~a! Small angle neutron scattering results on PVCd for the differ
temperatures indicated. As an example for 360 K, the dotted line show
additional contributions to the peakB(Q,T)1FBG ~see the text!. ~b! Re-
sults from subtracting the additional contributions from the experime
data at the same temperatures as in~a!.
Downloaded 02 Mar 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to A
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respectively. For comparison, another correlation leng
namely, that associated to the main~‘‘first’’ ! static structure
factor peak defined as,52p/Qmax is depicted in Fig. 2~b!
~see Discussion!. An important change in the slope ofL(T)
takes place in the temperature range 430–450 K. Also
intensity shows a strong decrease with increasingT that
starts in the sameT-range.

In addition to the SANS structure factor of the PVC
sample, also the chain form factor within the amorphous m
trix was studied. This is possible only with neutron scatter
techniques, due to the different neutron scattering length
deuterium and hydrogen nuclei. For that purpose, the SA
signals from two dilute blends with PVCd concentratio
fD52% andfD510% in PVCh were investigated in th
sameQ- and temperature-range. Figure 3 depicts the m
sured cross sections for thefD510% sample at three differ
ent temperatures and for the two concentrations at 430 K
its insert. The small incoherent backgrounds, determi
from the highQ-limit of the intensities, have already bee
subtracted from these data. If the isotopic interaction
tween PVCh and PVCd chains is negligible~i.e., Flory–
Huggins parameterx50!, the scattering from the blend i
given as

t
he

l

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of~a! the characteristic length associate
to the SANS peakL, ~b! the characteristic length associated to the fi
maximum of the static structure peak,, and ~c! the integrated intensity of
the SANS peak~additional contributions previously subtracted!. The solid
and dotted lines show theT-dependence obtained from the expansion co
ficient in the glassy and supercooled liquid states, respectively. Dashed
in ~c! are guides for the eye.
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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](

]V
~Q!5fD~12fD!

~rH2rD!2

d

3E
0

`

MW~M !Pchain~Q,M !dM, ~2!

whererH andrD stand for the scattering length densities
the protonated and deuterated samples respecti
Pchain(Q,M ) is the chain form factor. For Gaussian chain
Pchain(Q,M ) is expressed by the well known Debye scatt
ing function,

Pchain~Q,M !5
2

Q4Rg
2 @exp~2Q2Rg

2!211Q2Rg
2#, ~3!

where the radius of gyrationRg implicitly depends onM as
Rg}M0.5. W(M ) provides the correction for the polydispe
sity. A Schultz–Zimm–Flory distribution,

W~M !5
bh11

G~h11!
Mh exp~2bM!, ~4!

FIG. 3. Momentum transfer dependence of the cross sections measur
SANS for the 10% PVCd/PVCh blend at 360 K~s!, 430 K ~L! and 460 K
~n!. The 430 K and 460 K data have been shifted for clarity. The do
horizontal lines show their corresponding new origins. Insert: cross sec
divided by the concentration for the 10%~L! and 2%~d! samples at 430 K.
Straight lines indicateQ22 and Q21 slopes. The solid lines though th
points both in the figure and in the insert are the descriptions obtaine
terms of Eqs.~2!–~4!.
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with b5(h11)/Mw and h5((Mw /Mn)21)21 was as-
sumed.

Due to the low crystallinity of the sample~see Discus-
sion!, the contrast factor (rH2rD)2 was calculated on the
basis of amorphous densities only. With the polydispers
index Mw /Mn52 ~see Experiment!, in the fitting procedure
only two parameters were varied: the average radius of
ration and the average molecular weight. The fits of the
perimental data in terms of Eqs.~2!–~4! are shown in Fig. 3
as solid lines. The agreement is highly satisfactory. The w
Q-range accessed allows to accurately determine the slop
]S/]V(Q) at highQ. There we find]S/]V(Q)}Q22, un-
derlining the Gaussian chain conformation.

The values obtained for the fitting parameters from
fD510% data are listed in Table I for the different tempe
tures investigated. The weight-averageMw can be deduced
from the cross section atQ50 @Pchain(Q50)51#. From
]S/]V(Q50), we deriveMw'(7569)3103 g/mol. The er-
ror is mainly determined by the temperature dependenc
the density and the accuracy of thein situ measurement of
the transmission in the experiment~'5%!. We note that the
corresponding value forMn'37.53103 g/mol is very close
to that obtained for this sample by other characterizat
techniques~see Experiment!. This consistency provides ad
ditional support to the description of the form factors
terms of Gaussian chains. At 430 K, from the measureme
from the fD510% sample aw-average radius of gyration
Rgw

59261 Å is obtained; for thefD52% blend, the re-
sulting value isRgw

510564 Å. The random-walk statistics
is reflected in the relationRg;M0.5 implicitly assumed in the
fitting procedure. We find thatRg5(0.3460.01)M0.5. Be-
side some uncertainties due to the reduced coherent sca
ing, both blends~fD52% and 10%! give very similar re-
sults. This may be seen from the insert in Fig. 3, where
430 K results for both concentrations are displayed. With
fD52% sample slightly higher values are deduced forMw

~5% to 10% difference!. These differences may be due
inaccurate volume fractions and worse signal to noise ra
in the fD52% sample.

B. Dielectric spectroscopy

Figure 4 presents representative data for the imagin
part of the dielectric constant«9(v) for PVC at different
temperatures. As can be appreciated in Fig. 4~a!, below Tg

by

d
ns

in
t
Cd sample
TABLE I. Parameters characterizing the structural properties of the PVC sample investigated. The radius of gyrationRgz
and thew-averaged molecular weigh

Mw have been obtained from the SANS study of the 10% PVCd/PVCh sample. The description of the heterogeneous structure shown by the PV
in terms of the Percus–Yevick approach~see text! yields the values for crystallinityfc , the average radius of the microcrystalliteRm , the effective interaction
radiusRHS and hard sphere volume fractionh here listed. The correlation lengthL is that determined from the SANS peak position.

T~K! Rgz
~Å!

Mw31023

~g/mol! fc Rm ~Å! h 2RHS ~Å! L ~Å!

360 11362 6863 0.04160.002 30.560.3 0.23 10962 118610
410 11361 7563 0.04160.001 31.660.1 0.22 11062 122610
430 11461 8164 0.03860.001 31.660.1 0.22 11462 122610
450 ¯ ¯ 0.02460.001 32.260.2 0.20 13063 148610
460 10862 8864 0.01960.001 32.360.2 0.20 14163 158610
470 9261 6663 0.01660.001 32.560.3 0.18 14664 170610
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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the secondary relaxation is the main responsible of the
electric loss features. As the temperature increases appro
ing Tg , the a-relaxation starts to be observed in the fr
quency window@see, e.g., the curve corresponding to 360
in Fig. 4~b!#. AboveTg with increasing temperature the tw
loss peaks corresponding to thea andb processes approac
each other, thea-relaxation taking place at lower frequenci
than theb-relaxation. At high temperatures~e.g., 430 K! the
relaxations merge and only one peak can be resolved in
experimental dielectric window. On the other hand, the pr
ence of an additional third contribution at low frequenc
and high temperatures is evident. This contribution, that
creases withT, can be attributed to the conductivity of th
sample and also to interfacial polarization processes.

Taking into account these three identified contributio
the total permittivity«* (v) can be written as

«* ~v!5«c* ~v!1«b* ~v!1«a* ~v!, ~5!

where c, b, and a stand for the conductivity,b- and
a-process, respectively. In the following, the expressions
the permittivity contributions of these processes in conv
tional glassforming polymers are given.

FIG. 4. Frequency dependence of the dielectric losses of PVC in the suTg

region~a! and close and aboveTg ~b! at the temperatures indicated. Symbo
correspond to experimental data; solid lines represent the fitting curve
sulting from the standard description. They give account mainly for
b-relaxation in~a! and include the three contributions of Eq.~5! for 380 K
and 430 K in~b!. For 380 K the individual contributions are shown: th
conductivity ~dashed line!, the b-relaxation ~dashed-dotted line! and the
a-relaxation described in terms of a single KWW~dotted line!. This last
contribution is depicted also by a dotted line for 430 K.
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If the low frequency contribution were purely dissip
tive, «c9(v) would be inversely proportional to the frequenc
i.e.,

«c9~v!5
sc

vk ~6a!

with

k51, ~6b!

where sc strongly depends on temperature. Values ofk
lower than 1 in Eq.~6a! would reflect the contribution of
interfacial processes.

Concerning the relaxation processes, the permittiv
«a,b* (v) can be expressed in terms of the response func
of the corresponding process in the frequency dom
Fa,b* (v), that is related to the relaxation function in the tim
domainwa,b(t) via Laplace transformation,

«a,b* ~v!2«`a,b

D«a,b
5Fa,b* ~v!

5E
0

`

2
]wa,b~ t !

]t
e2 ivtdt. ~7!

HereD«a,b and«`a,b
are the dielectric strength and the hig

frequency limit of the real part of the permittivity value
respectively.

It is well established that in polymerswa(t) and wb(t)
are not simple exponentials, or, equivalently,Fa* (v) and
Fb* (v) are not simple Debye functions. As can be deduc
from Fig. 4, in the case of PVC this is also evident~the
FWHM of a Debye peak is 1.14 decades!.

In the case of theb-relaxation, the dielectric function o
polymers is commonly described in terms of a superposit
of Debye elemental processes. These are supposed to be
mally activated, i.e., the characteristic time for a given
emental processtb is given by

tb~E!5tb
o expS E

kBTD ~8!

~tb
o , T-independent prefactor;kB , Boltzmann constant!. Due

to the disorder in the system, the values for the energy ba
E are distributed according to a distribution functiongb(E).
With this, for the permittivity we arrive at

«b* ~v!2«`b

D«b
5E

0

`

gb~E!
1

11 ivtb~E!
dE. ~9!

A Gaussian distribution of energy barriersgb(E),

gb~E!5
1

sEA2p
expF2

1

2 S E2Eo

sE
D 2G ~10!

of variancesE
2 and average valueEo usually gives a good

description of the experimental data atT,Tg .
In glassforming polymers the relaxation function for th

a-relaxation in general can be well described by means
the Kohlrausch–Williams–Watts~KWW! or stretched expo-
nential function,

re-
e
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wa~ t !5expF2S t

tw
D bG , ~11!

wheretw is the characteristic time of the relaxation andb is
the shape parameter, 0,b,1, giving account for the non
exponential behavior. For most of the polymers the value
b is found to be hardly dependent onT and to be in the range
0.4–0.5. As dielectric measurements are usually perform
in the frequency domain, an analytical expression for
response functionFa* (v) facilitates the data treatmen
However, the Laplace transform of KWW functions in th
general case does not have an analytical form. It was sh
nevertheless that it can be well described by Havril
Negami ~HN! functions, if the shape parameters fulfill ce
tain relationships.24,25 Therefore, for expressingFa* (v) we
made use of HN-functions,

Fa* ~v!5FHN* ~v!5
1

@11~ ivtHN!a#g , ~12!

wherea andg are the shape parameters andtHN is the char-
acteristic time. We restricted ourselves to the HN-fam
functions which describe well the Laplace transform
KWW functions. This is achieved by the imposing the re
tion,

g5120.812~12a!0.387. ~13!

Under these circumstances the relationships between
and KWW-shape parameters and their characteristic ti
are

ag5b1.23, ~14a!

logFtHN

tw
G52.6~12b!0.5exp~23b!. ~14b!

Since we are dealing with only one independent shape
rameter, the results will be given in terms of the parameteb.

For conventional glassforming polymers the dielect
spectra can be described by means of Eq.~5! and considering
the above given expressions for the different contributio
Due to the high number of parameters involved, the first s
in the usual procedure consists of characterizing the sec
ary relaxation in the temperature range belowTg . There, the
conductivity does not appear and thea-relaxation contribu-
tion is not yet present or is still weak. Thereafter, under
assumption that the parametrization obtained for
b-process can be extrapolated to higherT aboveTg , the fit
of the experimental data allows to get the information on
structural relaxation and the conductivity. This approxim
tion is found to be valid in the temperature range where
a- andb-processes are separated.16

Figure 4~a! shows that the description of the loss pea
of PVC in terms of this scenario for theb-process is very
good for T,Tg . We note that a power law accounting fo
the small contribution of the high frequency tail of th
a-process was considered in these descriptions forT
.255 K. Thus the parameters characterizing the secon
processes~tb

o , sE , Eo , and the dielectric strengthD«b! can
be well determined in this sub-Tg region. The results are
shown in Fig. 5. In the upper part of the figure the char
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teristic time of theb-relaxationtmb is represented. It is ob
tained from the maximum of the loss peak and correspo
to the relaxation time for the most probable value of t
energy barrier,tmb5tb(Eo). From the fit of these data to a
Arrhenius law, values of 0.61 eV forEo and 5.5310216 s for
tb

o are obtained. Concerning the width of the energy bar
distribution functiongb(E), a slight decrease ofsE with
increasing temperature is found,sE@eV#50.19822.6
31024T@K# @see Fig. 5~b!#. The strengthD«b follows ap-
proximately the linearT-dependence given byD«b50.08
12.131024 T@K# that is shown in Fig. 5~c! by the solid
line.

Above Tg the three contributions of Eq.~5! are present
in the dielectric spectra. The loss peak corresponding to
b-process was extrapolated fromT,Tg . Close toTg , the
description obtained for the experimental spectra was q
unsatisfactory, as can be appreciated from the fitting cur
shown in Fig. 4~b! as examples. Even allowing the expone
k in Eq. ~6a! to take values smaller than 1, the shape of
experimental data cannot be well described when the fu
tional form of thea-contribution is restricted to correspon
to a KWW function. The best description of the data using
T-independentk value (k50.67), gave the results shown i
Fig. 6 for the parameters characterizing thea-relaxation. The
shape parameterb is found to depend strongly on temper

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the parameters characterizing th
electric b-relaxation in PVC:~a! characteristic time corresponding to th
maximum of the losses;~b! width of the distribution function of energy
barriers;~c! relaxation strength. Solid lines correspond to~a! an Arrhenius-
type temperature dependence;~b! and~c! linear regression fits as function o
the temperature.
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ture@see Fig. 6~a!#, increasing from'0.3 atTg up to'0.5 at
the highestT investigated. This indicates a pronounced n
rowing of the response function. As we have mentioned
fore, such behavior is anomalous for glassforming polym
On the other hand, as can be seen in Fig. 6~b!, the character-
istic times show the typical non-Arrhenius behavior of gla
forming systems.

C. Neutron spin echo: Coherent scattering at the first
static structure factor peak

The dynamic structure factor obtained from the NS
measurements on PVCd at the first structure factor p
Qmax (Qmax51.2 Å21) and different temperatures aboveTg

is represented in Fig. 7. At first sight, two features can
deduced:~i! the curves display a clearly stretched time ev
lution, and~ii ! the characteristic time of the decay becom
faster with increasing temperature.

As we have already pointed out, the decay of the co
lations of the density fluctuations in the neighborhood
Qmax is governed by thea-relaxation. The functional form
characteristic for this process is a KWW function. In order
account for the decay of correlations related to proces
taking place at faster times than those accessed by IN11,
vibrations, the so-called ‘‘fast dynamics,’’ etc., a prefac
~Debye–Waller factor! AQmax

(T) has to be introduced. Thu
the dynamic structure factor atQmax can be written as

S~Qmax,t !

S~Qmax!
5AQmax

~T! expF2S t

tw
QmaxD bG . ~15!

As can be seen in Fig. 7 for the highest temperatures in
tigated ~dashed lines!, this functional form allows a good
description of the experimental data. The characteristic t
tw

Qmax as well as the shape parameterb can only be indepen

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the parameters characterizing
a-relaxation in PVC when described by a single KWW function:~a! Shape
parameter;~b! Relaxation time. Dielectric spectroscopy:s; coherent scat-
tering at Qmax51.2 Å21 ~NSE!: l; incoherent scattering at the sam
Q-value~BS!: .. Solid horizontal line in~a! indicates the asymptotic value
of b at high temperatures.
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dently determined forT>430 K, where an important portion
of the decay takes place within the IN11 window. The resu
for b and tw

Qmax have been plotted in Fig. 6 for compariso
with the dielectric results. Figure 6~a! shows that the values
obtained forb by both experimental techniques in the ove
lapping temperature are very much compatible. Towa
high temperaturesb appears to increase more slowly than
lower temperatures, and a constantb50.5 serves as a goo
approximation forb at T.430 K. Furthermore in this tem
perature regime, the temperature dependence oftw

Qmax agrees
with the dielectric results.

D. Backscattering: Incoherent scattering

The scattering function measured by the backscatte
spectrometer IN10 on PVCh is strongly dominated by
incoherent scattering contribution of the hydrogen atoms
the sample. In Fig. 8 some spectra corresponding to diffe
Q-values and temperatures are compared with the instrum
tal resolution. In all these cases the spectra are broader
the resolution. The quasielastic broadening increases
increasingQ andT.

Similar to the collective response atQmax, for a large
number of polymer systems the results obtained in
a-relaxation regime26–30 indicate that the incoherent scatte
ing functionSinc(Q,t) can be described by a KWW function
Furthermore a prefactorA(Q,T) needs to be introduced, in
order to account for fast processes and the Debye–Wa
factor. Finally we have

Sinc~Q,t !5A~Q,T!expF2S t

tw~Q,T! D
bG . ~16!

Most results fortw(Q,T) reported so far for glass forming
polymers follow a power law inQ which may be expresse
by

the

FIG. 7. Time evolution of the dynamic structure factor of PVC as measu
by IN11 on a deuterated sample at the first static structure factor peak.
corresponding temperatures are indicated. Dashed lines are KWW@Eq. ~15!#
fitting curves for the two highest temperatures. Solid lines correspond to
fit results of the heterogeneous model proposed.
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tw~Q,T!5t0~T!S Q

Q0
D 2n

~17a!

with Q051 Å21 to get the right time dimensions for th
temperature dependent prefactort0(T) and

n52/b. ~17b!

This result reflects26 the Gaussianity of the scatterin
function,31 that can be written as

Sinc~Q,t !5A~Q,T!expH 2F t

t0~T!G
bS Q

Q0
D 2J

5A~Q,T!expF2
^r 2~ t !&Q2

6 G , ~18!

where^r 2(t)& is the mean square displacement of the m
ing proton. Thus, thea-relaxation corresponds to an anom
lous diffusive process, where the mean square displacem
increases sublinearly with time,^r 2(t)&56D tb. Here,D is
an ‘‘anomalous’’ diffusion coefficient determined by th
T-dependent part oftw(Q,T), D't0(T)2b. Let us now see
what is found here for PVCh.

The experimental data—collected in the frequency
main,Sinc(Q,v)—were fitted to the result of convoluting th
Fourier transform of Eq.~16! with the instrumental resolu
tion. Following the procedure described in a previo
work,29 multiple scattering corrections were also performe
These corrections were very small in our case, since~i! only
results at largeQ-values were available and~ii ! the neutron

FIG. 8. Frequency dependence of the incoherent scattering function of
obtained by IN10 on a protonated sample normalized to its maximum va
The correspondingT- and Q-values are indicated. Symbols correspond
experimental data. The instrumental resolution is also depicted~dotted line!
for comparison. Solid lines show the description obtained by using the
erogeneous model.
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absorption of the Cl atoms is quite strong. In order to redu
the number of fit parameters, the value of the shape par
eterb was fixed tob50.5 that was obtained from the cohe
ent scattering results in the high temperature range. An
ceptable description of the experimental spectra w
achieved. TheQ-dependent results fortw(Q,T) at 430 K are
shown in Fig. 9~empty symbols!. Instead of the expected
exponent value ofn54 an anomalously low value ofn
52.7 is found. Thus, the relation betweenn and the stretch-
ing parameterb strongly deviates from Eq.~17b!. The char-
acteristic relaxation times obtained forQ51.2 Å21 are de-
picted in Fig. 6~b! and compared with the results from th
other techniques. As may be seen, theT-dependence of the
times obtained from incoherent scattering is compatible w
that of the dielectric times at the highest temperatures inv
tigated, but strong deviations towards faster values are
served at 390 K and 380 K.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Structural heterogeneities

The SANS results on the deuterated sample show c
evidence for the existence of a density modulation in
sample. In Fig. 2~a! we have displayed the temperature d
pendence of the corresponding correlation lengthL. L was
interpreted as the characteristic length scale of the den
modulation in the sample, while the broadness of the co
lation peak relates to the distribution of such distances
Fig. 2 the results for the modulation lengthL @Fig. 2~a!# are
compared with the characteristic length, obtained from the
position of the first static structure factor peak,32 ,
52p/Qmax @Fig. 2~b!#, that reflects the average intercha
distance. We observe that both characteristic lengths exh
a similar expansion forTg,T,430 K. From the expansion
coefficient in the supercooled liquid statea l'6.67
31024 K21,33 a linear expansion coefficientb l5a l /3'2.2

C
e.

t-

FIG. 9. Momentum transfer dependence of the characteristic times obta
from incoherent scattering at the temperatures indicated. Empty sym
correspond to the KWW times obtained from the fit of single detector sp
tra at 430 K to a single KWW withb50.5. Dashed–dotted line is the resu
of the fit of these times to a power law with free exponent. Solid lin
represent the power laws obtained from the fit of the experimental dat
means of the heterogeneous model, the dashed line the correspondin
trapolation. The dots indicate theQ-values at which experimental spectr
exist and show broadening with respect to the instrumental resolution.
bars show the FWHM of the distribution functions of KWW relaxatio
times used.
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31024 K21 can be deduced. The dashed lines in Figs. 2~a!
and 2~b! correspond to the lawsL/L05,/,0511b lT. Thus
the average domain size in thisT-range simply follows ther-
mal expansion. Furthermore, the intensity of the SA
peaks in thisT-range is constant, indicating that the numb
of regions or the density contrast does not significan
change, i.e., the structural modulation remains unalte
However, above 430 K a qualitatively different behavior set
on. The peak shifts very rapidly and the intensity stron
decreases with increasingT. This observation might relate t
the melting of the ‘‘crystalline’’ parts in the sample, as it h
been commonly interpreted by several authors.6,34

A detailed molecular description of the scattering patt
obtained in SANS, is difficult to realize. However, althoug
details are lacking, a tentative interpretation of the hetero
neities could be provided if one simplifies considerably
the shape of the heterogeneity. The simplest approach th
to consider a system of polydisperse spherical particles
teracting by a hard-core potential in an amorphous mat
The interparticle structure factor for such a system is liqu
like and well known for colloidal particles as the Percu
Yevick approach. We refer to the literature for the exa
formulation.35 The intraparticle structure yields the avera
size of the inhomogeneity, i.e., of the microcrystallites a
the distance between them. Their volume contentfc or crys-
tallinity degree in this case can be derived from the intens
written in the decoupled approximation as

]S

]V
~Q!5fcVp~rc2ra!2^Pc~Q!&zI ~Q,Rm ,h,RHS!1FBG.

~19!

Here,^Pc(Q)&z is thez-averaged form-factor of a ‘‘crystal
line’’ sphere of which a volume fractionfc is present. The
size of such spheres is distributed according to a Gaus
function with variancesRm

2 . Knowing the temperature be

havior of the mass density and the ratio of amorphous
crystalline density to be 1.37/1.53,3 the temperature depen
dent scattering length densitiesrc(T) andra(T) ~subscripts
c,a denote crystalline, amorphous! can be calculated. The
volume of the ‘‘crystallite’’ Vp is determined by the mea
radiusRm , Vp54pRm

3 /3. fc andRm are to be fitted for the
form factor andRHS and h, i.e., effective interaction radiu
and hard sphere volume fraction, for the structure fac
Whereas the crystallinity of PVC is hard to get, this mod
provides at least an estimate. The contrast factor was
fixed at the appropriate temperature value. In addition, a
incoherent background FBG(T) as discussed earlier wa
taken from the high-Q limit. For three temperatures, Fig. 1
shows the description of the measured structure facto
terms of this model. The experimental data have been
rected for the lowQ-increase as described above. The ins
shows the separate contributionsI (Q,Rm ,h,RHS) and
^Pc(Q)&z for 430 K. The resulting fitting parameters a
summarized in Table I. The average size of the microcrys
lites is steady around 32 Å radius (sRm

2 '0.1– 0.15). In con-

trast, above 430 K the effective hard-sphere interaction
dius ~where they would overlap! increases with temperature
It is worth mentioning that the values found for bothRm and
2RHS agree with those obtained by Blundell when he int
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preted SAXS measurements on PVC in terms of a nod
structure.3 On the other hand, we observe that the crystall
ity fc decreases continuously from the constant va
around 4% in the temperature range 360 K<T<430 K to
'1.6% at 470 K. These values correspond also well to w
is found usually in PVC~Ref. 1! and to recent NMR esti-
mates in plasticized PVC.36 There, the plasticizer did no
seem to effect the degree of crystallinity but merely acts
disperse the crystals.

In view of the rather featureless scattering curves
tained for PVCd—besides the peak structure—no further
croscopic details have revealed themselves. The data,
did not allow to distinguish Gaussian from log-normal d
tributions for the crystallite size. Nevertheless, from t
SANS study of the PVCd and PVCd/PVCh samples we c
extract some conclusions. The presented results corrobo
the earlier invoked heterogeneity structure, and would
disagree with the scenario of irregularly packed nodules w
a distribution of sizes proposed by Blundell.3 Moreover, our
results on the chain form factor of PVC also support t
scenario against the lamellar structure proposed by o
authors.4 As we have seen in the previous section, the cha
display a Gaussian conformation. The]S/]V(Q)}Q22 de-
pendence observed for the scattering from the PVCd/PV
blends at highQ-values excludes considerable sections
parallel stems as would be expected in long nodules.
such a structure aQ21 dependence of the scattered intens
should be obtained. The insert in Fig. 3 shows that our
sults are not compatible with aQ21 law. Moreover, it is very
important to remark that our result for the chain dimension
the bulk @Rgw

5(0.3460.01)Mw
0.5# corresponds almost per

fectly with theu-structure of PVC in Benzaldehyd at 430
(Rgu

/Mw
0.550.35).33 Taking into account the value for th

main chain bond length in PVC~1.53 Å!,37 a characteristic
ratio of C`59.260.5 for PVC chains in the bulk is derive
from our study. This value agrees well with other valu

FIG. 10. Structure factor obtained for PVCd by SANS corrected for the l
Q-decay at 360 K~s!, 430 K ~L!, and 460 K~n!. The solid lines are the
fitting curves obtained by applying the Percus–Yevick approach. The 43
and the 460 K data have been shifted for clarity, being the new origins th
marked by the dashed lines. The inset shows the two functions involve
the description of the 430 K, namely, the interparticle structure fac
I (Q,Rm ,h,RHS) ~solid line! and thez-averaged intraparticle form facto
^Pc(Q)&z ~dashed line! @see Eq.~19!#.
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reported in the literature for the ‘‘unperturbed’’ chain;C`

59.6– 10.8~Ref. 38! andC`510.9,39 and is also compatible
with estimations made using the PVC RIS model37 (C`

511.8). This again corroborates the Gaussian PVC ch
conformations. Moreover, in contrast to the PVCd results,
peak has been found in the cross sections obtained for
PVCd/PVCh blends. We argue that the mean scatte
length density of the inhomogeneity is very similar to that
the mean amorphous matrix due to the ideal mixing and z
Flory–Huggins coefficient. Thus, the contrast between th
two components~crystalline and amorphous material! is
much weaker than that between the deuterated chains an
protonated matrix, and the measurements in the blend re
essentially the chain form factor without any hint of the i
homogeneities.

Summarizing, we may conclude that betweenTg and
430 K approximately the features of the heterogeneous st
ture of our sample do not change with temperature—a
from the usual thermal expansion. At higher temperature
gradual structural homogeneization takes place. A co
pletely homogeneous system would be obtained, if
modulation peak would have disappeared. An extrapola
of the integrated intensity@Fig. 2~c!# points to a temperature
above 500 K. This result agrees reasonably with the va
estimated by Hoffman and Weeks40 for the maximum crys-
talline melting temperature~542 K!.

B. Heterogeneous dynamics

The data analysis presented in the previous section
veals several anomalous features for PVC dynamics. Firs
the neighborhood ofTg the dielectric response attributable
the a-relaxation cannot be described well by a single KW
function. The theoretical function provides too much inte
sity on the high frequency side and not enough at the
frequency flank of the loss peak compared to the experim
tal observation@see Fig. 4~b!#. In other words, close toTg the
peak is unusually symmetric. On the other hand, in the
electric study a strongT-dependence of the shape is o
served, much steeper than that observed for polymer
general.41 Moreover, the value for the shape parameterb in
the neighborhood ofTg is close to 0.3, an extremely low
value for polymers. Similar low values for this parame
have already been reported for PVC in the literature, likeb
50.23,26 and, as it was mentioned in the introduction, t
broad response of PVC close toTg is very well known since
a long time.12,13 However, aT-independent spectral shap
was assumed in some previous works on PVC dynamic26

The apparent discrepancies with these earlier results ca
understood taking into account that the previous dielec
studies of PVC were restricted to a frequency ran
5 – 106 Hz. If only such narrow interval is studied, the d
electric response can be rather well described by using
even broader theoretical function for thea-process that fits
the low frequency wing of the peak without dealing with t
high frequency side. Moreover, the use of such a broad fu
tion allowed to fit the experimental data below 106 Hz as-
suming values ofk51 for the exponent in Eq.~6a!. The
extension of the experimental window towards higher f
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quencies~i! evidences the failure of the description used b
fore in the new range accessed and~ii ! shows that the value
of k in Eq. ~6a! has to be lower than 1.

The anomalies observed for the shape of thea-process
in PVC could be attributed to the merging process with
b-relaxation.16,42 This phenomenon could indeed contribu
to the narrowing of the peaks at high temperatures—clos
the merging of the timescales of thea- and b-relaxations.
However, in the neighborhood ofTg its influence should be
weak, and never could produce the symmetrization obser
for the a-peak close toTg .

Of great interest for a further interpretation are the sim
larities that can be found between the dynamical behavio
PVC and that of polymer blends. The dielectric response
blend is characterized by a strong symmetrical broadenin
the signal with respect to that of the homopolymer.43 This
extra broadening rapidly decreases with increasing temp
ture. In such systems, the peculiar dynamical features fin
natural explanation in the existence of different enviro
ments for the different regions in the material, i.e., in t
presence of heterogeneities in the system. This analogy
be taken as a starting point for the interpretation of the P
dynamical anomalies. As we have shown with the SAN
study on the same sample, the presence of heterogeneit
evident. In our model of the PVC structure, a distribution
sizes was invoked. There are also indications in the litera
that the noncrystalline portions may exist in various degr
of order with different densities.44 Density fluctuations asso
ciated to different packing degrees in our homopolym
would be the counterpart for concentration fluctuations
blends. It can be expected that regions with different den
would show different dynamical behavior.

The presence of heterogeneities can also be dedu
from the study of theQ-dependence ofSinc(Q,t).29 In glass-
forming polymers the relationship of Eq.~17b! is usually
found, implying Gaussian behavior for the incoherent sc
tering function. However, a coexistence of sample regio
with different dynamics would cause deviations fro
Gaussianity.45 For example, for the case of polymer blen
these deviations are well established.43 A weaker
Q-dependence of the relaxation times than that given by
~17b! can be observed in such materials. Also for PVC su
a weakerQ-dependence is found~see Fig. 9!.

All results point towards the existence of dynamical h
erogeneities as the source of the anomalies observed. T
would naturally originate from the structural heterogeneit
found in our sample. In the following, we propose a mod
based on this hypothesis that rationalizes the dynamical
havior of PVC.

1. Model of dynamical heterogeneities

We start assuming the existence of a variety of region
PVC which show different structural relaxations. The glob
response of the system is then given by the superpositio
the individual responses.

We assume that within each region thea- or structural
relaxation takes place in a similar way as observed for m
polymers. We expect thea-relaxation to follow a stretched
exponential behavior with a dynamic structure factor acco
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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ing to Eq. ~15!, and to be associated to sublinear diffusi
showing a Gaussian scattering function according to
~18!.

The spectral shape of the structural relaxation was de
mined by the NSE measurements atQmax, where the
a-relaxation is observed without contamination by second
processes.16 Furthermore, at high enough temperatures
spectral shape was nearlyT-independent and was describe
by a stretching exponentb50.5, a reasonable value for
polymer. Also dielectric measurements in the same temp
ture range result in a similarb value. Based on these obse
vations, we make the assumption that the structural re
ation within any region is characterized by such a stretc
exponential.

Thus, we consider a unique and to first order tempera
independent spectral shape of thea-relaxation for all re-
gions; but we allow for different time scales in the differe
sample regions. We then suppose that the different reg
are distributed by a log normal distribution. As a cons
quence, the characteristic time is distributed in the same w

g~ logta!5
1

sA2p
expF2

1

2 S logta2^ logta&
s D 2G , ~20!

where^ logta& corresponds to the average time ands is the
width of the distribution function. Both parameters can
T-dependent. The global relaxation observed by different
perimental methods can be considered as a weighted inte
over the local relaxations. Thus we define, independen
the experimental probe, a local correlatorf a(ta) with the
above mentioned properties and a global correlatorFa . Both
are related by

Fa5E
0

`

g~ logta! f a~ta!d~ logta!. ~21!

The relaxation timesta stand fortw in Eq. ~11!, tw
Qmax in Eq.

~15! and t0 in Eq. ~18!, which are all underlying the sam
Gaussian distribution.

Since the dielectric measurements cover the wid
frequency/temperature range, the model was first applie
the permittivity data. There it was possible to accurately
termine the parameters characterizing the distribution fu
tion. The analysis was carried out in a similar way as
scribed in the previous section, i.e., taking into account
three contributions of Eq.~5! and fixing theb-relaxation
function as determined from the sub-Tg study. As we work in
the frequency domain, the theoretical spectra were built b
superposition of HN-functions equivalent to the KWW fun
tions withb50.5, i.e., witha50.78,g50.55. Using again a
power law for the conductivity, the description of the spec
in the frame of this model was very satisfactory. For some
the temperatures this is demonstrated in Fig. 11. The
sumed shape of the distribution functiong(logta) seems to
be, at least within our experimental accuracy, appropriat
account for the observations, at least in the regionT
>380 K. At lower temperatures closer toTg , some small
discrepancies between model and experiment are pre
However, the strong contribution of the conductivity in tho
spectra does not allow to decide whetherg(logta) becomes
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asymmetric or not. The distribution functionsg(logtw) de-
rived from the fits shown in Fig. 11 are depicted in Fi
12~a!. With increasingT a clear narrowing of the distribution
function is observed, and at high temperatures the timesc
of the different regions become very similar. It is worth me
tioning that this observation is in principle not related
structural changes, since the heterogeneous structure rem
unaltered in the temperature range whereg(logtw) has been
obtained. Figure 12~b! displays the associated strong d
crease of the widths with increasing temperature. Thi
T-dependence is well described bys56.95420.015T @K#
~solid line!. Note that this parametrization ofs leads to nega-
tive values at high temperatures; no distribution will be a

FIG. 11. Frequency dependence of the dielectric losses of PVC for
temperatures indicated. Points correspond to experimental data; solid
to the fitting curves when the heterogeneous model is assumed. For 3
the three contributions are shown: conductivity and interfacial polariza
~dashed!, b-relaxation~dashed–dotted!, anda-relaxation~dotted line!.

FIG. 12. ~a! Distribution functions of KWW relaxation times as obtaine
from the description of the dielectric spectroscopy data with the hetero
neous model for the temperatures indicated.~b! Temperature dependence o
the width of the distribution function. The solid line shows the fit of th
points to the law proportional toT given in the text, and the dashed line th
extrapolation of this law to high temperatures.
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sumed in such cases. Finally, theT-dependence of the ave
age relaxation time is depicted in Fig. 13. It can be very w
described by a Vogel-Fulcher Law,

^ logta&5^ logta&o1S B loge

T2To
D , ~22!

with the values,^ log@tw(s)#&o5211.66, B51005.6 K, and
To5317.24 K.

On the other hand, the conductivity exponentk was de-
termined to 0.8, higher than that obtained in the form
analysis. It has to be pointed out that it is not possible
describe properly the experimental behavior in the low f
quency region by fixingk51. As commented above, thi
could indicate the presence of interfacial polarization p
cesses contributing to«9(v) in the low frequency side. In
fact, in the frame of our model such contribution would ha
a natural explanation in the heterogeneous character fo
for PVC.

We have shown that the proposed model accounts for
anomalous behavior of the dielectric response of PVC. T
next step is to investigate whether the distribution funct
g(logta) determined from the permittivity study also allow
a description of the scattering data. In this way we also
vestigate the universality of the structural relaxation tha
usually found in polymer systems. Universality means t
the timescales for the different correlators show the sa
T-dependence. This feature would imply that the shift fac
from the dielectric study allows to describe the experimen
results obtained from other techniques.

We first discuss the data for coherent scattering fr
PVCd by NSE. The solid lines in Fig. 7 show the level
agreement achieved applying our model f
S(Qmax,t)/S(Qmax). An almost perfect description by th
model is found. We note that the only parameters adjus
were theT-dependent parameterAQmax

(T) accounting for fast

processes and the prefactor^ logtw
Qmax&o for the average value

of the characteristic timescale of the structural relaxati
The resulting VF curve obtained for the average structu

FIG. 13. Arrhenius plot of the average value of the distribution funct
g(log tw) obtained from the description of the experimental data by
heterogeneous model. Symbols as in Fig. 6~b!. Dotted and dashed–dotte
lines are curves obtained by shifting the Vogel–Fulcher Law obtained f
the dielectric spectroscopy results~solid line! in order to match the NSE
results and the high temperature BS results at 1.2 Å21, respectively.
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relaxation time is depicted in Fig. 13 with a dotted line. T
value deduced for̂log@tw

Qmax~s!#&o was212.02.
We note that due to the negligible width ofg(logta) at

the highest temperatures, the curves obtained
S(Qmax,t)/S(Qmax) are nearly indistinguishable from singl
KWW functions. However, as the temperature decreases
wardsTg , the shape of the function imposed byg(logta)
and theT-dependence of̂logta& perfectly account for the
experimental behavior. This result is not trivial at all.

The values obtained forAQmax
(T) are listed in Table II.

They decrease continuously with increasing temperat
showing no signature for changing their behavior abov
critical temperatureTc , as the Mode Coupling Theory46

would predict.
We now consider the incoherent scattering from PVC

These data did not show the universality of thea-process.
For this reason at each temperature the spectra taken a
ferent Q-values were fitted keeping the form ofg(logta)
fixed to the dielectric result. A Debye–Waller factor like d
pendence of the prefactorA(Q,T),

A~Q,T!5Ao expF2
^u2&

3
Q2G , ~23!

was imposed. Free parameters wereAo , ^u2&, and the mean
value of the characteristic time distributed for this correlat
^ logto&. They were determined as function of the tempe
ture. The results for the parameters determining the am
tude of the incoherent spectraAo and^u2& are listed in Table
III. An acceptable description of the experimental spec
Sinc(Q,v) was achieved, as can be appreciated in Fig.
validating again the shape used forg(logta). It is worth
noting that this distribution does not only determine t
shape of the individual fitting curve for a givenQ-value, but
also theQ-dependence of the spectra. Let us remember
the time scaleto relates to the anomalous diffusion coef
cient introduced above, and that theQ-dependence of the
characteristic timetw(Q,T) in each region is required within
our assumptions to follow aQ22/b (b50.5) variation. This

e

TABLE II. Values obtained for the prefactor of thea-relaxation in the
dynamic structure factor by using the heterogeneous model.

T~K! AQmax

390 0.89
400 0.88
410 0.88
430 0.87
450 0.84
460 0.82

TABLE III. Parameters determining the amplitude of the incoherent spe
by using the heterogeneous model.

T~K! A0 ^u2&~Å2!

380 0.97 0.33
390 0.96 0.34
410 0.93 0.39
430 0.89 0.35
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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is shown in Fig. 9, where the results obtained within t
model for the average values of the timescales^ logtw& are
plotted as lines. These can easily be obtained from the va
of ^ logto& by means of Eq.~17! with b50.5. In this figure,
the vertical bars at some representativeQ-values show the
width of the distribution at the corresponding temperatu
Note that the distribution can produce evident deviatio
from the Gaussian behavior, even at 430 K, whereg(logta)
is quite narrow~see the different slope of the times obtain
from the single KWW description!. The experimental behav
ior can thus be well reproduced by the superposition of
fusivities following g(logto).

In Fig. 13 theT-dependence of the average characteri
times such obtained fromSinc(Q,t) is compared with the
results from dielectric spectroscopy and coherent scatter
Both coherent and incoherent scattering data correspon
Q51.2 Å21. Deviations from universality are evident. A
the two lowest temperatures the experimental behavior i
cates a faster dynamics than that deduced for
a-relaxation. To understand the origin of this observation,
examine theQ-range where the information has been o
tained. Figure 9 shows with dots thoseQ-values where IN10
spectra are measured and where they exhibit some disc
able broadening. The reliableQ-range for the lowest tem
peratures is reduced to values higher than 1 Å21. For other
polymers like polybutadiene16 and polyisobutylene18 it was
found that secondary relaxations cause quasielastic cont
tions of the spectra in thisQ-regime. They dominate, if the
a-relaxation is too slow to contribute to the frequency w
dow accessed by neutron scattering. Therefore, we can
tribute part of the broadening observed in thisQ- and
T-range to theb-process. This would explain the deviation
from universality found in the analysis ofSinc(Q,t). We note
that the NSE results on PVCd represent a nice example
the isolation of thea-relaxation by coherent measurements
Qmax. In this case, no signature for deviations from t
T-dependence of the characteristic time towards
b-process can be observed.

Figure 13 shows that the time scale for collective mot
is slower than that of the self motion at the sameQ-value
(Qmax). This finding could indicate some modulation of th
coherent times withS(Q), in an analogous way to the pre
dicted deGennes narrowing47 for simple liquids.

FIG. 14. Distribution functions of Vogel–Fulcher temperaturesTo obtained
from the distribution functions of KWW relaxation timesg(log tw) at the
temperatures indicated.
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At this point we comment on a previous work featurin
incoherent scattering results on PVC, that reported a v
different Q-dependence for its characteristic time.26 Those
results were obtained imposing a wrong shape param
(b50.23) on the fit of the quasielastic spectra which were
limited quality. The lowb value was deduced from the d
electric measurements restricted tof <106 Hz. From this
wrong evaluation the importance of an extended freque
window in dielectric spectroscopy is evident. Furthermo
performing NSE investigations at the structure factor ma
mum is crucial for a determination of the actual shape of
relaxation function.

2. Origin of the dynamical heterogeneities

We have found a very satisfactory description of all s
of experimental results in terms of the heterogeneous mo
The prior knowledge on the dynamics of polymer blends c
guide us further in the interpretation of our results. Pheno
enologically, for the poly~vinyl methyl ether! component dy-
namics in the poly~vinyl methyl ether!/polystyrene blends it
has been found that the only parameter affected by blend
is the VF temperatureTo .43 Thus, the distribution of relax-
ation times may be related to a distribution of VF
temperaturesh(To) in the sample. Note that a distribution o
only To translates in an equivalent distribution of glass tra
sition temperatures. The question now is whether this a
applies to the PVC heterogeneous behavior. If this holds,
distribution functionsg(logta) and h(To) would be related
throughg(logta) d(logta)5h(To) dTo, and taking into ac-
count Eq.~22!, h(To) could be obtained fromg(logta),

h~To!5g~ logta!
B loge

~T2To!2 . ~24!

In this way a unique functionh(To) is obtained from the
different distribution functionsg(logta), independently of
the temperature. This is demonstrated in Fig. 14. Within
uncertainties, all the curves collapse to one. This result c
roborates the hypothesis that the behavior found is a co
quence of the distribution of only the VF temperature. T
resultingh(To) shows a maximum around 320 K, is asym

FIG. 15. Temperature dependence of the characteristic times of three d
ent regions in the sample: those whereTo correspond to the maximum~solid
line! and half maximum~dotted and dashed–dotted lines! of the distribution
function h(To) ~see insert!. The vertical bars show the width of the distr
bution function of characteristic timesg(log tw) for two temperatures~360
K and 420 K!.
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metric and can be considered asT-independent at least in th
range 380 K<T<430 K ~see Fig. 14!. Such properties are
indeed what it would be expected from the structural stu
SANS revealed aT-independent distribution of density do
mains in the same temperature range whereg(logta)—and
consequentlyh(To)—has been determined. The temperatu
independence of the density domains demands temper
independent distributionsh(To). Let us note that, though th
density modulations are hardly effected by the temperatur
the T-range below'430 K, the time scales of the differen
domains approach each other with increasingT. This leads to
the observed narrowing of the time distribution functi
g(logta) ~see Fig. 15!, which can be interpreted as a kind
‘‘dynamical homogenization’’ of the system, but is not r
lated to the structural changes.

At temperature above 430 K, an additional homogeni
tion of the dynamics related to the vanishing structural h
erogeneities is expected. However, this effect cannot be
solved experimentally for the dynamics. This is due to
fact that the values for the variances ofg(logta) are already
very small at such high temperatures. Nevertheless, we
conclude that the proposed scenario enables us to under
the dynamical anomalies of PVC in terms of its structu
properties.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The combination of dielectric spectroscopy, coherent a
incoherent neutron scattering for studying the dynamics,
SANS for resolving the heterogeneous structure of PVC,
allowed us to interpret the anomalous dynamical behavio
this polymer in terms of dynamical heterogeneities aris
from the structural peculiarities. A distribution of glass tra
sition temperatures due to the existence of density mod
tions in the sample causes the broadening of the resp
from the structural relaxation. The structural modulatio
persist in the temperature rangeT,430 K. In this regime,
the system becomes dynamically homogeneous with incr
ing temperature, since the relaxation times of the differ
regions approach each other. At higher temperatures, a s
tural homogenization would additionally take place.
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